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THE MARKET IS IN
A STRANGE, BUT
UNIQUE (AND
SURPRISINGLY)
POSITIVE SPACE!
The Pandemic has brought buyers
The Riviera Nayarit real estate market is
currently moving similarly to the US and
Canada. According to a July 2020 New York
Times article, "the U.S. housing market is
heating up, particularly in the suburbs and
fashionable exurbs, to which people have been
fleeing to escape the coronavirus."

THERE IS A
PUSH FOR
RURAL
PROPERTY
And a mass exodus out of the
cities, combined with people's loss of faith
in more traditional investments which can
be a little more volatile these days. They are
starting to look for more tangible
investment options such as real estate.

"I'm pulling out of the
market and investing
in real estate."
- David Burt

Making the move

PULLING THE
TRIGGER ON MEXICO
We are also seeing a lot of Americans
who were on the fence or just kicking
around the idea of Mexico for some
time now, finally making the move.
Whether the idea is that life is too short
or that semi-retirement is possible now
that they can stay connected online to
the office, we are seeing people finally
pulling the trigger.

Regarding young professionals and
young families, they have become more
accustomed to the idea of a virtual office
empowered by their companies staying
afloat in the pandemic, so why not work
from anywhere? Why not Mexico?

WORK FROM
ANYWHERE

BALANCE
There is a lot more inventory on the
market as new listings from last
season never had a chance to sell.
The real estate market lost half its
high season to the COVID shutdown.
What this is doing is bringing the
market back to a better balance, from
inflated home prices we have seen in
the last year or so. The prices are
dropping a little... back to reality.

MORE BUYERS
There are more buyers, but
cautious buyers.

OWNER FINANCING

The owner financing transactions that we see, typically look something like
the following: 30-50% down, with 2-3 years financing the balance
at 4-6% interest.

A way to get 'er done.

We have also seen a big uptick in sellers willing to offer owner financing.
Mexican loans are as high as 8-11%, so this is usually not the route buyers
take if they are purchasing a home for less than a couple million dollars.

Interested in Owner financing?
Buyers like this need to liquidate other assets or
move money out of the stock market, etc., and into
safer real estate, but this takes some time and the
owner financing helps them lock in the property
before it sells to someone else.
This gives the buyer a little bit of time before having
to pay the remaining balloon payment, but only a
couple of years to do so.
Set up a call with a broker or agent to learn more about
owner financing! Click here to: CONTACT US

OVERVIEW
We believe that there is a short (6-8 month)
runway for this new dynamic buyer's market, as
there is a higher than average amount of
inventory currently on the market.
As travel continues to normalize, toward the end
of the 2020/21 high season the market should
work itself back into a similar position as it was
before... a stronger seller's market without the
inflated home prices, creating a healthier market
overall.
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